
QUESTION What long-range
effects will the change in ad-

ministration at Georgia Tch
have on Southern Tech

ANSWER In my opinion

there will be no detrimental long-

range effects on the development
of Southern Tech as result of

Dr Hansens resignation Dr
Hansen knew Southern Tech and
its goals for the future and he was
one of our staunch supporters
However the door has been

opened for us and our future will

depend mainly on the efforts of

all of us faculty staff and
students sincerely hope and

expect that the new president of

Georgia Tech will soon learn of

our aspirations and give his full

support to our operation

QUESTION What is the

prediction of summer quarter
enrollment

ANSWER It is difficult to

predict at this time what the total

summer enrollment will be for

1971 Last summer our
enrollment was 615 and we
estimate that it will probably be

up about 10 percent over last year
giving total of approximately
675

QUESTION What is the

prediction of the future year at

Southern Technical Institute

Southern Techs
bathtub race

io

ANSWER During the coming

year Southern Tech will continue

to suffer growing pains We can

expect an enrollment increase of

between 20-25 percent over this

year There will also be number
of new faces among the faculty

During the latter part of the

year there may be some new
construction on the campus
Although the proposed structures

will not be directly utilized for

classes they will provide needed

space for supporting activities
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Letters
Editor

In the May issue of The
Technician there was an article

entitled Night Beat by Gerald

PurcelL The subject is one that

needed to be discussed There are
certain sections of the article that

may do an injustice to some

departments
On the matter of consultation

the MET De tment is open
from 6C n.m on Wednes
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The criticisms in the article

may be true in general but

would like to point out that at

least one department is doing

something about correcting night

school problems
Taylor Head

Mechanical Engineering
Technology

Editor

would like to thank all the

members of the Southern Tech

family students staff and their

wives whose contributions to this

years Spring Bathtub Race
made it record breaker The

greatly improved race

management was due to the very
best of help from many people

My reward as faculty coor
dinator for the race has been the

fine cooperation from everyone
Walter Burton Jr
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Prof Sells Poem

Mrs Roberta Gates of the

English Department has been

notified that poem entitled

The New Sofa will be

published in the May issue of

CATS magazine
Mrs Gates says the poem is

concerned with real incident

that happened to her cat Fluffy

ten-year-old male Of uncertain

breed Fluffy owns three ribbons
and large trophy awarded for

being best in show best in color
and best household pet at the

Southeastern Cat Show

Fluffys friend include large
German shepherd small

beagle two white mice and one

parakeet

When VA writes anyone
there is claim number shown on
the letterit is an 8-digit number
with prefix Memorize this
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At The Flicks

Since the Graduate was
shown in 1967 there have been
dozens of remaks of this excellent

story none of which come close

to the original Peter Kastners

first movie B.S Love You is

another of these second-rate

copies You may remember
Kastner from his abortive

television series The Ugliest

Girl in Town in which he played

photographers brother and his

fashion model
must say that his acting has

improved since then but could

improve much more Unfor

tunately there is no outstanding

acting in the entire movie even

though the cast includes Joanna
Barnes who is fine actress

The plot is centered around the

advertising district in New York
with Kastner playing young
director making commercials
When certain client becomes

displeased with Kastners work
pressure is put on him to resign
which he refuses to do When the

boss discovers that he has made

an error in one of his own
budgets he offers Kastner

letter of recommendation to the

most avant grade firm on the

avenue if Kastner will take the

blame for the error Kastner

agrees and the plot thickens
The head of the firm is none

other than Joanna Barnes very
beautiful woman by anyones
standards who soon recognizes
our young mans talents and

drags him off to bed During and

just prior to tlis affair our hero
has also been enjoying some very
kinky doings with young girl he

picked up on an airplane If this

isnt enough he also has girl

waiting for him to come home
and marry

Things lead to things and we

discover along with our intrepid

hero that his older mistress is

the mother of his younger
mistress who is played by the

very beautiful Joanna Cameron
To make matters worse
daughter tells mother and girl

friend decides that six years is

long enough and says yes to

another man The climax is

straight from the Graduate
with Kastner driving like the

wind in rented car all over the

eastern coast and finally running
to catch his bride at the last

minute but without fight

personally can think of better

things to do with my money but if

you dont mind reruns you might
at least enjoy the pretty girls

Bruce Brandt

se in

ce Clark in his comments
to the Miranda against

Arizona as one of the most

significant rulings handed down
while he was on the court In that

case it was ruled that defendants

had to have their rights explained
to them and also had to be fur-

nished with lawyer In an in-

terview before his regular

speech he said he has high
admiration for FBI Director

Edgar Hoover but the only

difference between him and me is

that retired and he didnt
think it would be the best thing

for him and the bureau
her address Dr Mead

described the differences bet-

ween those segments of society

who grew up before World War II

and those who grew up af

Greeks Help

Epsilon Pi Chi has had another

busy Spring quarter and will

probably be active this Summer

quarter Working for the

American Cancer Society and

donating blood to the Red Cross

has been some of the events the

fraternity has been involved with

this quarter
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Easy Project
WV SAM JOHNSTON

veyoU ever tn At the start of the race No 23

took the lead only to drop out very
thereaft The S.M.E

_y other tub

challenge

battery
tly

in order to avoid bad collision

The future of this years tub

although not completely decided

appears to be the same as

winning race horses The
brothers of Sigma are

hetuband
lid new tub for

nents that

te in their

ion of

the

The Horn

several

sop
rolls

recor
-- of Ling any com

petition rests great deal with

the plans set in advance of the

race Mike had decided not to

push the tub in the first 25 laps

unless it was absolutely

necessary He stated that We
planned to let the other tubs push

as much as they wanted and to let

them blow their engines if they

wanted to In order to win the

race you first have to be able to

finish then hope that some of the

breaks will come your way This

appears to be exactly what he

did

were

Garner-

successful

Wednesday June 30 at 730 P.M

ATLANTA MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUtV

ALL SEATS RESERVED $4.00 $5.00 $6.00 MAIL ORDERS
ENCLOSE SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE W$TH
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO NEW WORLD
VENTURES 1145 SPRING ST NW ATLANTA GA 30309 OR
DERS RECEWED DAYS BEFORE SHOW WILL BE HELD AT

BOX OFFiCE FOR INFORMATION CALL 404 812.5045

TICKETS ON SALE AT GREENBR$AR RECORD SHOP IN

GREENBRIAR MALL COMES THE SUN BOTH LOCATIONS

MOTHERS MUSIC EMPORIUM ON PEACHTREE
RECORDS IN CHAMBLEE ALL POSITION STORES CLARKS
IN OECATUR GARDEN OF SOUND IN ATHENNSI LUMS
RESTAURANT SPRING ST 4TH LUMS RESTAURANT

MARIETTA CAMPBELLTON SHOPPING PLAZA CAMP-

BELLTON ROAD S.W

602 Roswell Street
Pajamas Handkerchiefs

Gulf

YOUR

PHONE 355.9070

BOOKSTORE

VERNS
GULF SERVICE

ROAD SERVICE TUNE-UP BRAIE $ERVCE

MECHANIC ON DUTY MONDAY THRLJ FRIDAY

OPEN MON SAT TIL 10 $UN TIL

Slide Rules Sweat Shirts

Text

Lab

Books Squares

Manuals Candy

All School

Accessories




